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 The Woodix Toys Affiliate Program 

 
The Woodix Toys Affiliate Program is our way of supporting social, cultural, sports and environmental life. 
With this program we want to support all social, cultural, sports and environmental non-profit 
organizations and associations.  Are you a volunteer, a  member, a sympathizer, … of a non profit 
organization the Woodix Toys Affiliate Program could be an interesting way to get additional funding for 
your organization!  
 
  
How does the Woodix Toys Affiliate Program work? 
The Woodix Toys Affiliate Program is very simple. If your non-profit organization or association 
participates in this program, your organization receives a unique Affiliate Program Code.  This unique 
code can be distributed to everyone your organization knows: members, board members, sympathizers, 
family and friends of members, …  When they purchase wooden toys at the Woodix Toys online store and 
they have added the Affiliate Program Code of your organization to their account, your organization gets 
from Woodix Toys  a specific percentage of their purchase (minimum 5% and maximum 12%).  And your 
organization gets this percentage each time someone purchases one of our wooden toys with your 
Affiliate Program Code! No limits! Even more, the money you get, you can spend in every shop or use for 
every purpose. At the end of every quarter your organization receives an overview of all purchases 
placed with your unique code and we transfer the percentage you earned to the bank account of your 
organization. 
  
 
Are there any requirements or obligations for your organization? 
No, there are no requirements or obligations! The only obligation is being a non profit organization. Of 
course, the more you promote and spread your Affiliate Program Code, the more money you probably 
will get.  
 
  
How can your organization participate in the Woodix Toys Affiliate Program? 
Simply send an email with the contact details of your organization to info@woodixtoys.com and we will 
mail you how your organization can participate in the Woodix Toys Affiliate Program.  
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